of X, xE-A, and e>0, we define B(x,() = {yEX:d(x,y) <t}.
Ii A EX, Fr(A) denotes the boundary of A. Let (X, T, ir) be a transformation group. We say that T is equicontinuous at xE A if for each (>0 there is a 6>0 such that [d(x, y)<8 implies d(xt, yt) <e] for every tET. A subset A of X is a minimal set if A 9^ 0 and A = xT for every x E A.
Our reference for dimension theory is the book [3] .
Theorem. Let (X, T, ir) be a transformation group, where X is a locally connected, locally compact metric space. Let E(T) denote the set of points at which T is equicontinuous and N(T) =X -E(T). Let E(T) be connected and N(T) be compact and zero dimensional. Then N(T) contains at most two minimal sets.
(Note: Since N(T) is compact, nonempty, and 7"-invariant, by [l, 2.22, p. 15], N(T) contains at least one minimal set.)
Proof. Let s= {sn: nEZ+} be a fixed sequence in T. If xE-A, let C(x, s) denote the set of cluster points of the sequence {xs"}. We define A = {xEE(T):C(x,s)r\E(T) *0\. 
for every n. Thus
for every n, hence xu"url E B(x, e) for every n.
Hence there is a subsequence {unii} of u such that {xtt^wr1} -»*£ B(x, e).
Then {xu"k} ->wux, and since E(T) is invariant under T, we have wux E C(x, s) C\ E(T) so that xE^4-We have now shown that A is closed in E(T). Now let zEA(r). Since T is not equicontinuous at z, there is an e>0 such that for every 5>0, diam B(z, we note that Vktkl meets some Ui but can be contained in no Ui. Since Vktkl is connected, there is an xkEVk such that for some i, xktkl EFr(U').
Since Fr(U') is compact, we may assume that {x*^1} -^xEFr(U').
We prove that {xtk}-*z. Let 8>0 be given. Since We will prove that B is open and closed in E(T). Let xEBC\E(T) and assume that xQB. Then there is a subsequence u of i such that xunE U ior every n. Since P is equicontinuous at x, there is an xkEB such that d(xku", xun) < 1/& for every w. Since {xkun} is eventually in U we may choose a subsequence {u"k} of m such that for each xEE(T).
We now show that N(T) contains at most two minimal sets. Assume that Xi, x2, and x3EN(T) are such that Xxf, x2T, and x3f are distinct and minimal. Since minimal sets are disjoint we must have xxY r\ xaT = xxf r\ xsf = xTT n *7p; = 0. Proof. If T is connected, the orbit of each point of N(T) is a connected subset of N(T), hence is a point. If T is abelian, let zEN(T) and assume there is an sET such that z^zs. Then there is an open neighborhood U of z such that U is compact, N(T)C\Fr(U) = 0, and UC\Us = 0. By (4), there is a sequence t in T such that {xtn} is eventually in f/for every xEE(T).
Then {xtn} and {x5_1i"} are eventually in U, hence there is an integer m such that xtm, xs~HmE U. But this means that xtmE UC\ Us, and contradicts the choice of U. Therefore z is fixed under T.
We have shown that T leaves every point of N(T) fixed. Thus each point of N(T) is a minimal set, and the corollary follows from the theorem.
